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DR-10 Plus Ozone Generator
How to sanitize and disinfect your home, office and work environments has
become a priority for everyone. We’re all hunting for a product that will
clean down to a microscopic level with no elbow grease and no residue.
Using ozone gas are cost-effective, microbial sanitation devices that
clean surfaces and air in the fastest and most reliable way while remaining
safe for all your living environments. Ozone can reach into cracks and
crevices that no elbow grease can reach and has a 99% effectiveness
when killing pathogens like the flu, SARS, and coronavirus with no
harsh chemical residue left behind. It’s the safest treatment protecting
you, your family, and your pets.
The DR-10 plus is an ozone generator with a destruct unit and ozone
sensor. The DR-10 Plus comes with an ozone destruct unit (meaning any remaining Ozone left after
treatment is removed and destroyed) and an HMI (Human-Machine Interface) for you to determine your
ozone needs. Simply program your Dr-10 plus for the desired level of ozone and it detects when that level of
ozone has been reached and it automatically destructs the remaining gas. Our unit will let you know the area
is safe giving you the confidence in knowing the air is safe to consume.
This unit comes designed for all around multiple use application depending on the kill level you are trying to
achieve. Parts per Million of ozone varies depending on levels and size of room being treated.
How do I know what HMI I should set up for ozone to clean a room appropriately? Designs are based on the
amount of time needed to kill the pathogens based on your room size. We also provide engineering
assistance to custom fit your purchase to your sanitation needs.
If you are interested in more specifics – please contact us at sales@ozonesolutions.com.

